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            LIGHTWEIGHT
          

          
            

          
        

        
          
          Kids can easily pick the e-bike up, and manage it on their own regardless of its position.
Easy handling allows kids to build skills quickly, as the electric balance bike is typically less than half their body weight.
Our electric stability cycles are easily maneuvered by family members of all ages and capabilities.
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          Inspires riding confidence by allowing the e-bike rider's feet to be firmly planted on the ground.
Allows child to "dab" foot easily when needed for balance.
A lower center of gravity balance bike offers greater stability.
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            TRUE TWIST THROTTLE
          

          
            

          
        

        
          
          True power curve built into throttle programming.
Teaches kids how to operate a twist throttle and manage power output.
Not a push button toy or on/off jarring power curve.
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            ERGONOMIC FOOTRESTS
          

          
            

          
        

        
          
          Race inspired electric stability bikes with atraumatic shape for proper body and foot positioning when standing, teaching proper bike riding position.
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            QUICK CHANGE BATTERY
          

          
            

          
        

        
          
          Removable power-tool style interface.
Universal fit allows additional batteries to be used for extended ride time.
Technology that allows all family members to be familiar with, and confidently install and remove the e-bike battery.
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	This website uses JavaScript to apply discounts. To be eligible for discounts, please enable JavaScript for your browser.
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